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Introduction

The behavior of waves near an inlet is complicated by thei
sponse to shoals, sand bars, breakwaters, and jetties~Penney an
Price 1952; Mei 1983; Goda 1985; Massel 1993; Demirbilek
Panchang 1998! and their encounter with tidal currents~Cialone
and Kraus, 2001!. Waves approaching an inlet generally refr
diffract, and shoal while traveling from deeper water to pass
ebb shoals and propagate through navigation channels and
The change in wave height and direction may significantly a
navigation and sediment movement near coastal inlets. Be
measuring waves in coastal inlets is challenging and inter
with navigation, numerical and experimental modeling tools
frequently used in design and maintenance studies. In r
years, spectral wave models that are based on the wave-
conservation equation have become increasingly popular for
shore wave prediction in coastal inlets. Such numerical mo
have also been used for wave-structure interaction. A rele
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question is how well this type of model can predict the interac
of nearshore waves with coastal structures.

A number of numerical wave models are available for w
estimates in inlet applications. Models like CGWAVE, GHO
HISWA, MIKE, STWAVE, and SWAN generally perform sim
larly and surprisingly well for wave height but perform differen
for wave direction~Panchang et al. 1999!. Since navigation an
sediment transport in the vicinity of inlets are sensitive to w
direction, the predictive capability of numerical wave mod
must consider the reliability of the estimated wave height
direction. Among the models mentioned, GHOST and STW
are the two most similar steady-state spectral wave mode
predicting nearshore waves. Both are half-plane models
propagate waves only from the seaward boundary towar
shoreline. Because of their computational efficiency and ro
ness, both models have been used in a number of coasta
neering studies ~http://www.tecnocean.com and http
chl.erdc.usace.army.mil!. These two models were selected
treated as “black boxes” in the present evaluation to deter
their suitability for estimating waves in coastal inlets. One of
goals of this evaluation is to provide the engineering commu
with an objective assessment of these models with measure
sets collected in four different inlet configurations.

GHOST and STWAVE differ in their representation and tra
formation of the directional wave spectrum~i.e., the distribution
of wave energy density in frequency and direction!. STWAVE
uses a directional spectrum in its wave transformation cal
tions ~Smith et al. 1999, 2001!. GHOST uses a marginal dire
tional spectrum for its wave transformation, which is an i
grated directional wave spectrum in the frequency range~Rivero
et al. 1997a, b!. In addition, the treatments of diffraction, refle

tion, and wave breaking are different in these models. Various
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methods for computing wave reflection and diffraction in
spectral wave models are discussed in a paper by Holthuijs
al. ~2004!.

Both models were developed mainly for nearshore wave t
formation and are not intended for predicting waves near s
tures. However, in numerous nearshore applications, co
structures are commonly present and would affect the wave
formation nearby. It is well known that wave diffraction at
structure is beyond the capability of the wave action conserv
equation. This limitation has been addressed by introducin
hoc modifications of wave-structure interaction in some spe
wave models. These approximate treatments to account for
diffraction in GHOST have been studied for simple structure
a sloping beach and flat bottom~Carci et al. 2002; Rivero et a
1997a, b!. Similar studies have been conducted for STWA
~Resio 1993; Smith et al. 1999, 2001!. Results of these studies a
acceptable for simple structures. However, no comprehe
evaluation of these models has been conducted for complex
tures at inlets.

In this study, we have used a new set of wave data colle
around an ideal tidal inlet in the laboratory~Seabergh et al. 200!
as a benchmark to examine the overall skills of GHOST
STWAVE models for wave estimation in inlets. This extens
data set helped us reveal shortcomings of the two models
respect to wave structure and wave-current interactions,
helped us identify aspects of the numerical models for fu
improvement. The laboratory experiments were designed to
tain high-quality wave data in areas where wave-structure i
action is present on a sloping bottom near the jetties and b
waters and in the bay behind an inlet. Fig. 1 shows the inlet m
research facility. Wave-height data were collected by linear a
of capacitance wave gauges~Fig. 2!. The directional spectru
was measured by a unique video-camera system designed
tect the intensity of light reflection on the surface waves~Curtis et
al. 2001, 2002!. The video-camera system was capable of col
ing spatial directional data synoptically over a large area. Sim
video techniques have been developed during the past deca
applied in the coastal studies to measure variations in hyd
namic processes~Holman et al. 1993; Holland et al. 199
Aarninkhof and Holman 1999!. In the present study, the vide
camera system was calibrated by using the in situ gauging s

Fig. 1. Idealized inlet model research facility~data from Seaberg
et al. 2002!.
for wave height and acoustic-Doppler velocimeters~ADV ! for
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wave direction. Details of the video-camera system and
analyses are available in the physical model study report by
ergh et al.~2002!.

Numerical Wave Models

STWAVE is a steady-state directional spectral wave model
implements a forward-marching explicit finite-difference met
on a square-cell grid to solve the wave action conservation
tion ~Resio 1981, 1987, 1988, 1993!. The model is a half-plan
model so that waves can propagate only from the seaward b
ary toward the shoreline. Both nonlinear wave-wave interac
and depth/steepness-limited breaking are parameterized as t
mary source/sink terms. A prespecified spectrum is required
incident wave condition at the offshore boundary. The mode
accept a homogeneous wind input and simulate wave-curre
teraction. Wave diffraction is approximately treated and re
sented in the model by smoothing of strong gradients in w
energy that occur in sheltered areas. The smoothing techni
grid-spacing dependent and uses 55% of energy at a cent
and 22.5% from two neighboring cells~Smith et al. 1999, 2001!.
Wave reflection and bottom friction are neglected in STWAV

GHOST, similar to STWAVE, is also a half-plane and stea
state directional wave spectral transformation model~Rivero et al
1997a, b; Carci et al. 2002!. However, GHOST solves the wa
action conservation equation with an implicit finite-differe
method on a rectilinear grid. It also requires a prespecified
spectrum as input at the offshore boundary. The model is ca
of simulating wave-structure and wave-current interacti
GHOST can compute wave reflection, diffraction, and w
transmission through and over submerged structures. Bottom
tion, wind input, and wave-wave interaction are neglected in
model.

GHOST and STWAVE differ in several aspects. As was pr
ously noted, GHOST adopts a marginal directional spectrum
wave transformation calculations, whereas STWAVE uses th
directional spectrum. GHOST represents wave diffraction
implementing a formulation of the Eikonal equation~Rivero et al
1997a, b!, whereas STWAVE uses a spectral smoothing techn
~Resio 1993; Smith et al. 2001!. Wave breaking in GHOST
based on the method of Battjes and Janssen~1978!. STWAVE
uses empirical formulas of depth and steepness limitation~Miche
1944! for its wave breaking. GHOST computes forward w
reflection ~in the wave propagation direction! from structures
whereas STWAVE neglects wave reflection. Forward wave re
tion is treated in GHOST as a percentage increase of the
incident wave energy at cells in front of a structure. There
with these differences between GHOST and STWAVE, we
pected models to produce different results, especially in the v
ity of structures.

Table 1 summarizes the main features of GHOST
STWAVE models. Fig. 3 shows a visual summary of GHOST
STWAVE simulations for waves around a shore-normal gr
This simple test demonstrates how differences in Table 1 bet
the two models would affect nearshore wave-height estim
near a coastal structure. In this example, the wave-wave in
tion in STWAVE was turned off, since GHOST did not have
capability to model wave-wave interaction. The incident w
condition at the ocean boundary is a unidirectional JONSW
spectrum of 1-m significant height~defined as four times th
square root of the total wave energy!, with an 8-s peak period an

a 20° oblique angle to shore normal. It should be noted that even
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incident waves are unidirectional and that waves can be
multidirectional as they propagate into the shallow water tow
the groin as a result of shoaling, refraction, diffraction, w
breaking, and so on. The predictions of GHOST with and wit
wave reflection are shown in Figs. 3~b and c!, respectively. Th
STWAVE results are shown in Fig. 3~a!. A reflection coefficient o
0.3 at the groin~i.e., 30% reflection of wave energy! is used in the
results depicted in Fig. 3~c!. With wave reflection, GHOST pr
dicts higher wave heights in the upwave side of groin comp
with results without wave reflection. STWAVE results show li
or no wave diffraction in the lee of the groin and exhibit m
wave dissipation on the upwave side of the groin than
GHOST results.

Physical Model

Historically, physical models were used for studying coastal i

y video-camera system~dotted line!, and transect lines~dashed line! for
ns:S1; ~b! S2; ~c! S3; and~d! S4
Fig. 2. Location map of wave gauges~circle!, rectangular area covered b
model and measured wave comparisons in the following configuratio~a!
Table 1. Comparison of GHOST and STWAVE Capabilities

Capability GHOST STWAVE

Spectrum~half-plane! Marginal directional Directional

Refraction/shoaling Linear Linear

Diffraction Equation Filtering

Wave-current Nonlinear Nonlinear

Wave-wave interaction None Nonlinear

Wave breaking Battjes and Janssen
~1978!

Depth limitation,
Miche ~1944!

Reflection Forward reflection None

Wave transmission Linear None

Wave energy loss by porous
bottom

Represented None

Wave energy loss by bottom
friction

None None

Wave generation None Wind input
 with complex bathymetry and protective structures such as jetties,
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breakwaters, and groins. With advanced techniques in num
wave models to simulate wind waves, field and laboratory
are now collected primarily to validate such models. Prev
laboratory studies of refraction and diffraction were made
flat bottom, a sloping bottom, and on a flat bottom with a cha
incised by two jetties~Harms 1979; Hales 1980; Yu et al. 200!.
In these earlier experiments, only wave height was meas
Since waves around coastal structures can turn substantial
change their direction, it was necessary to measure in both
height and direction in these physical model experiments.

An inlet physical model was designed to measure both w
height and direction~Seabergh 1999; Seabergh et al. 2002! by

Fig. 3. Model wave results~wave height contours in m, solid lin!
STWAVE; ~b! from GHOST without reflection; and~c! from GHOS
using a 1:50 undistorted scale model. It was constructed to fit in a

152 / JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTAL, AND OCEAN ENGINEE
46-m-wide by 99-m-long concrete basin with 0.6-m vertical w
~Fig. 1!. This scale replicates a medium-sized Atlantic coast
in the United States. The oceanside depth contours were p
to straight shorelines. The beach slope was specified as an
librium profile ~Dean 1977!, representing approximately a fo
shore slope of 1/15 and an offshore slope of 1/50; and the m
extended seaward to the prototype depth of 15 m. The inle
an average prototype width of 133.4 m. The depth of the
throat converged to 7.6 m in prototype at the middle of i
throat. The bay side floor was flat and had a prototype dep
6.1 m.

The physical model was capable of generating a steady

d an idealized groin~bottom contours in m, dashed line!: ~a! from
30% reflection at the groin
earoun
T with
flow to simulate either ebbing or flooding currents by using a

RING © ASCE / JULY/AUGUST 2005
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piping system. Fig. 1 shows the facility, piping/pump system,
one of the inlet configurations. A flap-hinge 24.4 m-long w
generator was used to produce regular or irregular unidirect
waves. The wave generator was movable so that it could b
oriented to specify an incident wave direction up to 45° sh
normal. At a Froude model scale of 1:50, prototype waves u
3 m in height could be generated~Hughes 1993!.

The inlet physical model was configured in four ideali
“structural” arrangements. In order of presentation, the first
shore-parallel semiinfinite offshore breakwater~Configuration 1
or S1!; the second, a dogleg jetty~Configuration 2, or S2!; the
third, an inlet through two equal-width barrier islands withou
stabilizing structure~Configuration 3, or S3!, which is designed t
simulate diffraction through a gap; the fourth, a dual-jetty i
~Configuration 4, or S4! consisting of two equal-length jetti
perpendicular to shore. Fig. 2 shows the four configurations i
prototype scale. In Configuration S1, the shore-parallel brea
ter is located offshore at the depth contour of 6.8 m in the p
type. The breakwater extends 455 m in the prototype~9.1 m in
the physical model! from the sidewall of the physical model.
Configuration S2, the dogleg jetty consists of an inner seg
perpendicular to the shore and an outer segment extendin
ward at a 45° angle toward the inlet. The prototype lengths o
inner and outer segments are 280 and 265 m, respectively.
two dual jetties, each 170 m long in the prototype, are orie
perpendicular to the straight shorelines of barrier islands.

The experiments for the S1 and S2 configurations were
signed for quantifying combined wave diffraction, refraction
shoaling caused by the sloping bottom, jetties, and breakw

Table 2. Ideal Inlet Experiments~1:50 Scale!

Experiment
number

Wave direction
~degrees!

~a! Configuration 1~offsh

S1X4 20

S1X5 20

S1X6 20

~b! Configuration

S2X1 0

S2X2 0

S2X3 0

S2X4 20

S2X5 20

S2X6 20

~c! Configuration 3~ba

S3X1 0

S3X2 0

S3X3 0

S3X4 0

S3X5 0

S3X6 0

~d! Configuration 4,~bay m

S4X1 0

S4X2 0

S4X3 0

S4X5 0

Note: Maximum flood current is 1.0 m/s at the inlet throat. Various
The experiments for configurations S3 and S4 were designed to

JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTA
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,

measure wave refraction and diffraction in the bay. Wave co
tions used for all configurations consisted of two irregular w
and one regular wave. Two irregular waves represent a s
period wave~mean period of 5.7 s in prototype! and a long-perio
wave ~mean period of 11.3 s!. A flood current of the prototyp
velocity 1 m/s in the entrance channel was created by a pi
pump system in the S3 and S4 experiments to simulate w
current interaction. Ebbing currents were not tested in thes
periments. Table 2 lists the experimental test conditions.

Wave height was measured in situ with 20 wave gauges
remotely with a video-camera system. Wave direction was
sured in situ with a pair of ADVs and the video camera sys
~Curtis et al. 2001, 2002; Seabergh et al. 2002!. Wave-height dat
collected from wave gauges are used in comparing model
height. Wave direction measured by the ADVs served for ch
ing the quality of the direction data measured by the video ca
system. ADV versus video validation statistics for mean w
directions near the spectral peak shows good correlation be
the two measurement techniques. Because the premise
video system depends on the intensity of the reflected ligh
measured wave energy density and direction by this system
be less accurate away from the spectral peak. Therefore, i
study, the wave direction at the spectral peak from the vi
camera system is used in the comparison with numerical mo
The measurement error in the spectral peak vector-mean
direction is quantified by the standard deviation of the differe
~root-mean square, RMS, error! between ADV and video dat
This error ranged from 4.6 to 13 degrees for four inlet config

ve period, height, and type Current on/o

eakwater parallel to shore!

, 3.05 m, irregular wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave Off

, 2.30 m, monochromatic wave Off

leg jetty at inlet!

, 3.05 m, irregular wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave Off

, 3.05 m, monochromatic wave Off

, 3.05 m, irregular wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave Off

, 2.30 m, monochromatic wave Off

surements, natural inlet!

, 3.05 m, irregular wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave Off

, 2.30 m, monochromatic wave Off

, 3.05 m, irregular wave On~flood current!

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave On~flood current!

, 2.30 m, monochromatic wave On~flood current!

ements, dual jetties at inlet!

, 3.05 m, irregular wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave Off

, 2.30 m, monochromatic wave Off

s, 2.30 m, irregular wave On~flood current!

current conditions in the experiment are labeled as X1 to X6.
Wa

ore br

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

2~dog

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

y mea

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

easur

5.7 s

11.3

5.7 s

11.3
tions ~Seabergh et al. 2002!.
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Performance of Numerical Wave Models

In the present study, simulations made with GHOST
STWAVE are based on the same numerical grid. It consiste
180 ~along-shore direction! 3160 ~across-shore direction! square
cells. Although the performance of GHOST could be improve
using rectangular cells in areas of high wave gradients~Carci et
al. 2002!, the STWAVE grid was used in GHOST for a fair co
parison of the models. Each cell was 10310 m in the prototype
and the model grid represented an area of 1.831.6 km. The mod
eling domain extended 940 m to the left of the inlet and 730
the right, 790 m offshore to a depth contour of 15 m, and 57
bayward of the two barrier islands. Inlet width was 130 m~13
cells!. A JONSWAP-type unidirectional wave spectrum was in
~30 frequency bins and 35 direction bins! at the offshore bounda
of both wave models. Standard JONSWAP spectral param
were used~Goda 1985!. The peak enhancement factor~gamma!
was set to 3.3 and 200 to represent irregular and monochro
waves, respectively. In the GHOST model, we used a value o
for the reflection coefficient for jetties and shorelines of the
in an attempt to simulate wave reflection observed in the phy
model.

Fig. 2 presents the location of wave gauges~circles!, the jetties
and breakwater structures, the rectangular area~dotted line! cov-
ered by the video-camera system, and transects~dashed line! for
comparing calculations and measurements. In each modeling
figuration, transects T1–T6 were selected for the compar
with three shore-parallel and three shore-normal transects
irregular waves, calculated and measured wave heights we
significant height. For monochromatic waves, the mean w
height was used. The modeling condition is denoted by SnXm,
where n=1,2,3,4 ~inlet configuration number! and wherem
=1,2,3,4,5,6~incident wave and current condition numbe!.
For example, S1X4 represents the experiment for inlet config
tion S1 with incident wave condition X4. Hereafter, wave he
refers to significant height for irregular wave input condition
wave direction refers to mean wave direction~calculated as th
mean direction from the directional spectrum!. For wave-curren
interaction numerical simulations, the current field was comp
from a circulation model ADCIRC~Luettich et al. 1992!, which
was calibrated with dye tests and which measured ADV cur
at the inlet.

Comparisons for Configuration S1

The S1 experiments were designed for diffraction by a deta
breakwater and were conducted for three incident wave c
tions: an irregular short wave~X4!, an irregular long wave~X5!,
and a monochromatic wave~X6! with 20° oblique incident wav
direction to shore-normal for all conditions. Fig. 4 shows
comparison of calculated and measured significant wave he
and mean directions along the six transects~see Fig. 3! for the
incident wave condition X4. The RMS error in the measu
spectral peak wave direction, quantified by the standard dev
of the difference between ADV and video data, is 4.6° for
experiments~Seabergh et al. 2002!. GHOST results along T1, T
and T6 in Fig. 4 are in good agreement with the data, especia
the area behind the breakwater. Otherwise, the performance
two models is similar. STWAVE predicted wave heights of z
along parts of T1 behind the breakwater. The wave directio
sociated with these zero wave heights was excluded in the m

and data comparison statistics in Tables 3–6. Both models per-
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formed poorly for cross-shore transects T3 and T5. Ove
GHOST estimates of wave height and direction are in good a
ment with the data for test conditions X4–X6.

Comparisons for Configuration S2

Configuration S2 has a dogleg jetty with the first segment no
to shoreline followed by a second segment aligned approxim
45° from the first segment and pointing toward the inlet. The
experiments used six incident wave conditions, X1–X6~see Table
2!. The incident wave direction was shore-normal in X1–X3,
20° shore-normal in X4–X6. Predicted and measured wave h
and direction were compared along six transects~T1–T6!, cover-
ing the shallow areas shoreward of the jetty~see Fig. 3!.

Fig. 5 illustrates the comparison of calculated wave heigh
wave direction with data along the six transects for the inci
wave condition X4. The RMS error in the measured spectral
wave direction for S2 experiments was 7.0°~Seabergh et a
2002!. Along T1, at the seaward end of the jetty parallel to
shoreline, GHOST and STWAVE show good agreement
wave height and direction data for all incident waves. Both m
els tend to significantly underpredict wave height along T2
especially in the area behind the jetty where waves are diffr
shoreward by the dogleg jetty. For short-period irregular w
~X1 and X4!, STWAVE performed well as compared with data
terms of the predicted wave height. In contrast, for shore-no
long-period irregular waves~X2! and monochromatic wav
~X3!, GHOST performed well for wave height as compared
the data. For wave direction, GHOST generally performed
for oblique incident waves but was less accurate for shore-no
incident waves.

Comparisons for Configuration S3

Configuration S3 is an ideal natural inlet without any navigat
aiding structures. The physical model experiments consist
six incident wave and current conditions, all with shore-nor
incident wave direction. Test conditions X1–X3 were desig
for experiments under the incident waves only in the in
whereas conditions X4–X6 included a steady flood flow to s
combined wave and current effects. Fig. 6 compares calcu
and measured wave height and direction along six transects~T1–
T6! located in the bay side of the inlet for test condition X3~see
Fig. 3!. The RMS error in the measured spectral peak wav
rection for S3 experiments was 13°~Seabergh et al. 2002!. Fig. 6
shows the predicted wave height and direction from GHOST;
are in agreement with the data. In this case, STWAVE consist
underpredicted wave heights in the inlet and in the bay. The
ratory experiments indicated a stronger diffraction than m
predictions in the bay for all six tested conditions, with or with
a flood current.

Comparisons for Configuration S4

The dual-jetty S4 inlet experiments were conducted for four
dent wave and current conditions: X1–X3 and X5. The inci
wave direction was shore-normal. A sample comparison o
calculated and measured wave height and direction alon
transects~T1–T6! located in the bay behind the inlet for X3
shown in Fig. 7. The RMS error in the measured spectral
wave direction for S4 experiments was 7.7°~Seabergh et a
2002!. The predicted wave heights from GHOST agreed well

the measurements in Fig. 7, whereas STWAVE underestimated
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wave heights along all six transects. GHOST also prod
slightly better wave-direction estimates than STWAVE did.
long-period irregular waves~X2!, GHOST results for wav
heights compared well with the data. However, the model o
predicted wave heights for short-period irregular waves~X1!.
Both models underestimated wave height for long-period irr
lar waves with a flood current~X5!. STWAVE underestimate
wave height along six transects for all four tested incident w

Fig. 4. Model versus measur
conditions. As compared with the data, both models generally

JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTA
failed to predict wave direction accurately for Configuration
Measurements showed stronger wave diffraction in the bay
wave models did, both with and without a flood current.

Discussion of Results

Two statistical parameters are used in evaluating the overal

ve height and direction for S1X4
ed wa
formance of numerical wave models:~1! the mean of the absolute
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relative error for wave height, defined as the percent chan
model and measured wave height~i.e., 100 percent3 upredicted
−measuredu /measured!; and ~2! the mean of the absolute diffe
ence of model and measured wave direction. These statistic
rameters were calculated for each numerical model, and
along transect lines were preselected for each of the four
configurations. Since the peak period did not change in eithe
physical or numerical models, the wave period was not co
ered in our comparison of model results and data.

Tables 3–6 present statistical comparisons for configura
S1–S4, respectively. The statistics shown are averaged val
all alongshore and cross-shore transects for each experim
condition for a given inlet configuration. The averaging was
formed for both wave height and direction. Because STW
predicted zero wave height behind the breakwater in Config
tion S1, the wave direction associated with the zero height
excluded from the calculated statistics.

Since the performance of the models varied with the inci
wave conditions, describing the model performance specifi

Table 3. Statistical Mean Errors of Model Wave Height and Direction
Configuration S1

Experiment
number

Mean of absolute
relative wave

height error~%!

Mean of absolute
direction error

~degrees!

~a! GHOST

S1X4 20.2 5.5

S1X5 20.8 5.3

S1X6 24.7 4.6

Average 21.9 5.1

~b! STWAVE

S1X4 25.4 8.3

S1X5 28.3 6.5

S1X6 35.4 8.3

Average 29.7 7.7

Table 4. Statistical Mean Errors of Model Wave Height and Direction
Configuration S2

Experiment
number

Mean of absolute
relative wave

height error~%!

Mean of absolute
direction error

~degrees!

~a! GHOST

S2X1 40.8 12.5

S2X2 30.3 8.8

S2X3 33.8 11.5

S2X4 54.6 12.2

S2X5 37.2 7.8

S2X6 40.7 10.2

Average 39.6 10.5

~b! STWAVE

S2X1 38.9 11.5

S2X2 40.3 9.2

S2X3 37.7 10.7

S2X4 37.8 15.1

S2X5 40.3 11.7

S2X6 31.3 15.1

Average 33.1 12.2
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f
l

for regular and irregular waves is necessary. For monochro
waves~X3 and X6!, the errors in wave-height statistics ran
from 24.7 to 40.7% for GHOST and from 35.4 to 51.3%
STWAVE in all inlet configurations~S1 to S4!. For short-perio
irregular waves~X1 and X4! in Configurations S1 and S3, t
errors in wave-height estimates were 15.9 to 24.8% versus 2
39.6%, respectively, for GHOST and STWAVE. In these ca
GHOST seemed to perform better. In contrast, STWAVE
formed better for short-period irregular waves~X1 and X4! in S2
and S4, since the errors in wave-height estimates were 34
54.6% versus 23.4 to 38.9%, respectively, for GHOST
STWAVE.

For long-period irregular waves~X2 and X5!, the errors in
wave-height estimates varied from 19.2 to 44.5% versus 25
50.1%, respectively, for GHOST and STWAVE for all configu
tions ~S1 to S4!. In this case, GHOST performance was slig
better than STWAVE in predicting wave heights for long-pe

Table 5. Statistical Mean Errors of Model Wave Height and Direction
Configuration S3

Experiment
number

Mean of absolute
relative wave

height error~%!

Mean of absolute
direction error

~degrees!

~a! GHOST

S3X1 15.9 6.4

S3X2 35.1 6.3

S3X3 28.5 4.6

S3X4 24.8 6.3

S3X5 19.2 9.4

S3X6 30.9 5.5

Average 25.7 6.4

~b! STWAVE

S3X1 39.6 7.3

S3X2 36.6 7.0

S3X3 39.1 5.2

S3X4 28.2 6.0

S3X5 25.3 8.8

S3X6 51.3 5.1

Average 36.7 6.6

Table 6. Statistical Mean Errors of Model Wave Height and Direction
Configuration S4

Experiment
number

Mean of absolute
relative wave

height error~%!

Mean of absolute
direction error

~degrees!

~a! GHOST

S4X1 34.9 5.0

S4X2 21.8 9.3

S4X3 18.9 5.7

S4X5 44.5 9.2

Average 30.0 7.3

~b! STWAVE

S4X1 23.4 5.0

S4X2 34.3 10.1

S4X3 46.3 6.4

S1X5 50.1 9.0

Average 38.5 7.6
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irregular waves. The overall mean errors in wave height of al
conditions for the four configurations varied from 22 to 40%
GHOST and from 30 to 39% for STWAVE. Therefore, GHO
seems to perform well for wave-height predictions.

The statistics for wave direction~Tables 3–4! indicate tha
GHOST produced consistently more reliable wave-direction
mates in the lee of jetties and breakwaters~S1 and S2!. For Con-
figuration S1, the errors in wave direction varied from 4.6 to
and from 6.5 to 8.3°, respectively, for GHOST and STWAVE.

Fig. 5. Model versus measur
S2, the errors were 7.8 to 12.5% for GHOST, and 9.2 to 15.1° for
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STWAVE. Both models produced similar wave direction in
inlet channel and in the bay for Configurations S3 and S4. Fo
the errors in wave direction were 4.6 to 9.4° for GHOST ve
5.1 to 8.8° for STWAVE. For S4, the errors were 5.0 to 9.3°
GHOST versus 5.0 to 10.1° for STWAVE. The statistical res
of model wave direction for Configurations S1 and S2 are m
meaningful, since instrumental error of the video-camera sy
for these configurations was relatively small~4.6° for S1 and 7
for S2!. In contrast, for S3 and S4, the statistics of wave direc

ve height and direction for S2X4
ed wa
are less reliable, since instrumental error~13° for S3 and 7.7° for
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S4! was equal to or greater than the error in wave-direction
mates.

The difference between model results is mainly attributab
three factors:~1! different representation and transformation
the directional wave spectrum;~2! different treatments of wav
diffraction and reflection; and~3! different implementation o
wave breaking criteria used in each model. The treatme
wave-current interaction in these models is also a potential c

Fig. 6. Model versus measur
for differences in model performance. Wave-induced currents~not
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simulated in the present study! may contribute to the differen
between model results and data. Additional studies are nece
to determine the appropriateness of wave breaking and dissi
implemented in wave models.

The physical model results showed a nonuniform wave-h
distribution of waves entering and exiting the inlet that was du
wave shoaling, reflection, refraction, and diffraction. Nei
model was capable of capturing these combined wave proc

ve height and direction for S3X3
ed wa
in inlets. Models did not show excessive bending or turning of
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waves to the extent seen in the physical model tests~Figs. 6 and
7!. Waves in the bay dissipated and decayed more rapidly in
WAVE simulations, causing the model to consistently under
mate wave heights in the bay. Since GHOST considers wav
flection, it provided slightly better wave-height prediction in
bay.

In the dual-jetty inlet configuration with a flood curre
~S4X5!, both models performed poorly as compared with

Fig. 7. Model versus measur
data. Models showed excessive dissipation attributable to wave

JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTA
breaking and wave-current interaction inside the inlet. Mo
performed similarly for a natural inlet configuration~S3! with a
flood current, suggesting that models do not perform well u
wave-current interactions in inlets. The model results also sh
a significant reduction of wave energy prior to waves ente
inlets for both regular and irregular waves~Figs. 6 and 7!. This
excessive wave-energy reduction can affect model results
inlet and bay. Such excessive reduction of energy is suspec

ve height and direction for S4X3
ed wa
be caused by wave-breaking criteria implemented in the models.
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Additional studies are necessary to determine the appropriat
of wave-breaking formulas used in models.

Conclusions

The evaluation of the two numerical wave models, GHOST
STWAVE, is presented by comparing their performance wi
new and extensive set of laboratory data for four idealized
inlet configurations on a sloping beach: a detached breakwa
dogleg breakwater, a natural inlet~without jetties!, and an inle
with dual jetties. We treated the numerical models as “b
boxes” in this evaluation, with the objective of determining th
predictive skills for estimating waves in coastal inlets. Ove
the performance of the two models was similar, but neither
satisfactory or overwhelmingly better than the other. For
GHOST model, the mean absolute relative error in wave h
ranged from 22 to 40% in the four inlet configurations. The e
in STWAVE wave-height estimates varied from 30 to 39%
mean absolute error in wave direction was 5.1 to 10.5°
GHOST and 6.6 to 12.2° for STWAVE. The performance
GHOST showed less error in wave height compared
STWAVE in three of the four inlet configurations~S1, S3, an
S4!. The mean absolute error in wave-direction by both mo
was similar in magnitude. Wave-direction estimates by GHO
were generally in better agreement with data.

The emphasis in the present evaluation of GHOST and
WAVE models was focused on the models’ performance ar
structures~i.e., jetties or breakwaters! at inlets and in the ba
Models were evaluated for four inlet configurations with differ
incident wave conditions. The errors in wave height and direc
from GHOST for monochromatic waves were generally less
those for STWAVE. For irregular waves, the overall performa
of GHOST was similar to STWAVE and only slightly bett
However, neither model was able to accurately predict wav
inlets in the vicinity of structures and in the bay.

Both models tend to underpredict wave height for all four i
configurations~Figs. 4–6!. Both models were unable to captu
the turning of waves in areas where waves interact with cur
and structures. The model results showed a noticeable und
mation in the wave height seaward of the inlet. This underes
tion may have resulted from neglecting wave scattering and
inadequate treatment of wave-current interaction and wave b
ing in inlets. Further investigations of wave breaking and w
current interaction near inlets are necessary for improving s
tral wave models in inlet applications. Since GHOST treats w
diffraction and reflection in a more comprehensive fashion,
able to provide wave height and direction estimates that a
better agreement with the data. GHOST has additional fea
for wave transmission over permeable and through porous
tures in inlets. STWAVE has additional capability for wind in
and wave-wave interaction. These unique features of the m
were not investigated in the present study. The comprehe
wave data sets used in this paper are valuable in developin
evaluating of wave models. Work is presently under way to
orously improve STWAVE capabilities for wave diffraction a
reflection.
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